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Startling Discovery of a Crystal Skull  
 

Holds the Promise of Healing and  

Transformation for a New World 
 

 
San Francisco, CA (December 1st, 2019). –– Under the guidance of a 200-year-old 

Tibetan Master, the author of the new book, The Crystal Skull of Compassion, 

investigates and reveals the transformational power of the “Daikomyo-zo Chenrezi 

Skull”.  

 

A best-selling, prolific author, Klaire D. Roy is Director of the Medicine Buddha 

Mandala Institute in Montreal. Renowned for her knowledge and teaching of energy 

healing through crystals, Roy took on the monumental task of interpreting the Master 

Djwhal Khul’s discovery and study of the skull, which has been gifted to our planet.  

 

Originating in the distant constellation of Canis Major, and made known to a group of 

chosen people, the skull is programmed to heal today’s lack of love and wisdom, 

particularly as applied to our current medical and social systems. Through this ground-

breaking book, readers come to understand and receive the energy and universal 

wisdom of the skull, thereby awakening their consciousness, and raising their physical, 

emotional and spiritual well-being. 

 

The Crystal Skull of Compassion begins with an introduction to the origins, 

descriptions, and uses of the legendary thirteen crystal skulls, which have long been 

analyzed and presented in many books and other forms of media. Beyond this 

overview, Roy’s new book becomes a thrilling illumination of the transformational 

influence of the Daikomyo-zo Chenrezi skull, for individuals and for the evolution of 

humankind.  

 

“These skulls are receptacles that contain and retain information and embody the atomic 

Light that has been transmitted by those peoples who lived (in an illusorily sense, since 

time-space is essentially an illusion utilized in certain planetary systems) during the 

millennia preceding our present era.”   ― DK 



 

Roy describes the crystal skulls as guides to profound, ageless wisdom, as she teaches 

how readers might receive the Divine energy that can, when accepted, transform the 

world. To that end, the book contains nine full-color photos of the Tsoraigkejourg skull, 

showing extraordinary evidence of chakras and other channels of communication 

between open-hearted individuals and the spiritual potential of the skull. Finally, the 

book provides two guided meditations with which readers may connect deeply and 

naturally with the wisdom of the skull, thereby becoming allies of Divine evolution. 

 

Klaire D. Roy said, “We are not alone in the universe. Invaluable tools have been gifted to us 

by evolved beings who desire to see us progress . . . as much on the spiritual, physical and 

technological planes as on the scientific.” 

 

 
About the Author 
 

Klaire D. Roy is Director of the Medicine Buddha Mandala Institute in Montreal; a 

nurse, author, teacher, and a sought-after speaker and media guest.  

 

For more than thirty years, she has studied, written about, and presented to conference 

audiences her enlightened, educated view of authentic spirituality. A student of holistic 

health and alternative treatment methods for more than a decade, Roy trains new 

lithotherapists. She is also Editor in Chief of La Pierre Chantante, a magazine devoted to 

health and wellness through stones and crystals.  

 

Her writings, some translated into several languages, focus on self-awareness, 

meditation, the Soul, the spiritual path, the instructor-disciple relationship; and 

lithotherapy, an alternative healing system that uses the energy and colors of stones to 

harmonize and balance the body. 

 

Klaire D. Roy is the author of many best-selling books, some translated into various 

languages. 
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